
Our paramount mission is to contribute to the security and stability of the United States. 

To that end, we shall propose and be advocates for immigration laws and policies that we believe serve 

those national interests, and we will oppose those that do not. 

 

America is undergoing the most intensive campaign of Political Deception ever launched against Americans by her political leaders.   

The Administration, the members of the U.S. Senate that voted for S-744, and every other member of Congress that supports a path to  

citizenship, regularization or any other form of amnesty for illegal aliens before providing for full protections for National Security (jobs 

& economy) and Public Safety (the right of the people to be secure in their property and person) are fully responsible for the wave of  

illegal aliens flooding into the United States today. 
 

There is a solution to this and it requires defining the root source of the problem. 
 

Any elected member of the Executive or Legislative Branch of the U.S. Government that has not stood up and demanded that current  

Immigration Law be enforced vigorously since 1986 is fully and exclusively responsible for this latest invasion.  This is not a  

humanitarian crisis.  It is a predictable, orchestrated and contrived assault on the compassionate side of Americans by her political leaders 

that knowingly puts minor Illegal Alien children at risk for purely political purposes.  Certainly, we are not gullible enough to believe that 

thousands of unaccompanied minor Central American children came to America without the encouragement, aid and assistance of the 

United States Government.  Anyone that has taken two six to seven year old children to an amusement park can only imagine the problems 

associated with bringing thousands of unaccompanied children that age up through Mexico and into the United States.  I doubt even the 

Cartels would undertake that chore at any price.  No, it has to be heartless corrupt politicians and their minions lusting for more money and 

power. 
 

The non enforcement of America's Immigration Laws has lead America to the next step in becoming a failed state in that we are arguably 

a lawless nation by not enforcing the Immigration Laws or upholding the Constitution.  Yes, our leaders are guilty.  However, we are  

responsible because it is the American voter that has placed untrustworthy people in positions of power and kept them there when they 

have clearly demonstrated that they have violated that public trust.  These successful con artists are well dressed, attractive and charming.  

Putting untrustworthy officials in charge of America is how Americans are robbed in the 21st century, with the aid of the IRS, DOJ, BLM, 

DHS, EPA, HHS, etc., of their money and their God given rights. 
 

Will this heartless criminal exploitation of Central American infants and children finally awaken Americans to the ruse being foisted upon 

them by their government, the media and other interested parties, or has America lost her ability to stand up against the tyrants and do 

what is right rather than what is easy?  Obviously, this administration thinks you are as corrupt as they are and will vote them back into 

office or these young children would not be streaming into America to tug at your hearts and empty your heads of reason.   
 

We at NAFBPO are mightily encouraged to see that Texas has once again stood up against tyranny and shone the brilliant light of freedom 

across the land by setting an example for freedom loving Americans to follow:   

http://bigjollypolitics.com/2014/06/09/compromising-positions-texas-gop-tea-parties-find-fortunes-reversed-ft-worth/ 
 

We further believe that the only way to overcome the criminal element leading this nation today is for the people to rise up and report in 

mass to the ballot box with fire in their hearts for the rule of law, our Constitution and the voice of freedom on their lips and remove these 

criminals and replace them with true patriots who will protect America first. 
 

Sincerely, 
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